V1Workshop
Financial Centre Switzerland, the Climate Crisis and the Demands of
Collective Climate Justice
The Collective Climate Justice (formerly Climate Games Basel) is organising a protest
camp and days of action for climate justice for the third year back to back. This year the
focus is on Swiss financial centres. What do Swiss financial centres have to do with the
climate crisis? Why is there a need for grass-roots movements? What does Collective
Climate Justice demand? Presentation and discussion on those questions.
Collective Climate Justice

V2 Story in pictures
Rooted in Resistance - from the coal fields in Rhineland
A good-night wimmelpicture story

V3 Action training
How to Do a Small-Group Action
What (low-threshold) small-group actions are possible? How can such an action proceed
and what tasks are there? This workshop conveys the skills to plan your own actions.
Zucker im Tank (https://www.zuckerimtank.net/?page_id=287&lang=de)

V4 Open Space Workshops
Examples of Experienced, Collaborative and Solidary Economies
Groups introduce themselves and talk to us about collaborative and solidary economies.
Raaupe Kollektiv and Bewegung Longo Mai

V5 Workshop
Strategies for a Grass-Roots Movement for Climate Justice
Days of action and protest camps are important for climate justice. But to reach the goal of
a climate-just financial sector, we will be in need of a long-term strategy. In this workshop
you will have the opportunity to discuss ideas and specific opportunities for implementation
with an experienced campaign-developer.
Payal Parekh, Ph.D. Environmental scientist, activist and strategy-developer for
campaigns

V6 Workshop
Banks vs. Climate (in English with German translation)
This workshop will teach participants more about the role of private banks with regards to
the climate crisis. Furthermore, tools will be introduced with which one can fight for fossilfree banks.
The workshop is a mixture of presentations about bank-campaigns and of group
discussions. Participants have the opportunity to build on the work of earlier campaigns
and on the experience of other activists. No experience is necessary to partipate at this
workshop. Furthermore, there will be a brainstorming concerning leverage on banks and
effective tactics.
Claire Hamlett, BankTrack (www.banktrack.org)

V7 Aktionstraining
Lock-Ons
How can I safely and effectively blockade a street, gate or crossing during a direct, nonviolent action? What is a lock-on, what do they do and how do I use them? There will first
be a short, theoretical introduction into the workings and applications of this blockading
technique. Afterwards the technique will be tried and practiced.

V8 Open Space Workshops
TBA

V9 Presentation and Discussion
Climate strikes! Answers to the Impossibilities of a ‘Green Capitalism’
The Climate-strike-movement may be the largest political youth movement in Switzerland
since the protests against the Iraq War in 2003. The movement is being courted by a
number of parties and groups that seem to have suddenly discovered their ecological
conscience and now have their own suggestions to solve the climate crisis.
A close inspection of the suggestions of established parties and think tanks reveals how
impractical or even counterproductive these recipes are. Neither electric cars nor new
nuclear plants nor a CO2-tax can end the climate crisis.
During this workshop, we’ll discuss why there can be no ‘green capitalism’ and we’ll give
our own perspectives on how to escape capitalism.
Activists from Klimastreik Basel and from Bewegung für den Sozialismus BfS

V10 Workshop
Climate Crisis from an Eco-Socialist Perspective
Analyses and approaches to solution that are critical of capitalism
Christian Zeller, Professor of economic geography at the University of Salzburg and
member of aufbruch-salzburg.org

V11 Action training
A successful and safe action demands good preparation. Thus, action trainings are a
central tool of preparation. How do I behave in stressful situations, how do I keep an
overview and what is a affinitiy group? What opportunities are there to still make decisions
as a group once the situation becomes confusing and what must I desperately know
before participating at an action of civil disobedience? Come to the action training and
acquire your knowledge!

V12 Presentation and Discussion
„By design or by desaster“
Transformation of modern contemporary societies
Lukas Weiss, M.A. Transformational Studies, teacher und ‘Umwelt-Erwachsenenbilder’

V13.1 und V13.2 Workshop
Utopias Part 1 and 2
How could a society look without capitalism? The seriousness of the situation demands
utopias!
Franziska Stier, sociologist, economist and activist

V14 Presentation and Discussion
Green Financial Gap
Systemic perspectives on the ecological palatability of investments
Sarah Hafner, PhD Student at the Global Sustainability Institute, Anglia Ruskin University,
Cambridge
V15 Material for action
Creative support of the Days of Action
Paint banners, etc.

V16 Action plenary
Final, important information for a safe and assessable action will be made available at the
‘Action plenary’. Final questions will also be addressed. Please make sure that at least one
person of your affinitiy group is participating at the action plenary, so you’re in the loop
when it comes to important information. Let’s cut of climate change’s funding – climate
justice!
Collective Climate Justice

V17 Action training
Find last-minute affinity groups.
V18 Helpers Workshop
Solidary Support of the Days of Action
For people who cannot or will not participate at our action, but still wish to support the
action.
Collective Climate Justice
V19 Presentation and Discussion
Agents of financial centres and the 1.5ºC goal
Financial centres are complex entities of different agents. In the face of climate-related
risks their climate strategies are increasingly in focus. How do they look and are they
compatible with 1.5ºC goal?
Olivier Christe
Freelance Journalist

